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Abstract- In this paper we present an approach that combines the DFD with the UML diagrams. DFD is a structured approach
which provides the functional view of the system whereas UML is an object oriented approach provides the structural view of the
embedded system. Structured methods are very commonly used by the developers and if there is need to expand the functionality of
the systems then object oriented approach is used which is very useful. So the combination of both approaches will be beneficial for
the developers. For this we merge Data Flow Diagrams (Major tool of Structured Approach) with Unified Modeling Language
diagrams (Use-Case & Class Diagrams).
Index Terms- Class Diagram, DFD (Data Flow Diagram), IOD (Initial Object Diagram), Object Oriented Approach, Structured
Approach, UML (Unified Modeling Language), UCD (Use-Case Diagram)

I. INTRODUCTION

T

he structured methods are used to represent the dynamic and behavioral view of the system. It is a tool for system analysis that
designs the system as a hierarchy of functions. The structured approach is based on graphical tools (such as DFD, decision tree,
decision tables etc.) application. The most important diagram used in structured approach is Data Flow Diagram (DFD). Other
diagrams like Structure chart, State machine, ER Diagrams are not very useful. DFD’s are having certain advantages over them. The
hierarchal structure of DFD provides different abstraction level which is very useful in system designing [1].
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Process\Function

Data Flow
Data Store\Database
Figure1. Symbols used in DFD
DFD is a graphical representation that consists of nodes and directed arcs in Fig1. A node may be a data store, an auxiliary node, a
process or a terminator that is either an input or an output of the system. Arcs correspond to data flows, are represented by the arrows.
The designer must label the nodes and arcs. DFD is a language very widely used for process modeling in structured requirement
analysis. DFD reflect the structure of the system and are also used for the stepwise refinement of a system [2].
The object oriented approach combine data and associated methods in to a single unit called object for developing complex systems.
Unified Modeling Language (UML) has now become the most important tool for model Object-Oriented systems and model creation.
UML is a collection of diagrams that is used to model the different aspects of object oriented software. UML is widely used for
modeling complex systems [3]. In our approach, we are using Use-Case diagrams and Class diagrams to combine with DFD.
A. Use Case Diagrams
Use-Case diagrams are very important tool of UML and the developers can rely upon Use-Case diagrams for analysis of the system.
It is very simple to understand hence can be very useful in requirement gathering. The Use-Case diagrams separate the system into
actors and use cases in Fig 2. Actors represent roles of the users of the system. These users can be humans, other software systems,
other computers or pieces of hardware. The actors must be external to the part of the system that is partitioned into use cases. The
Use–Case diagram is a very useful tool for describing the behavior of the system. This behavior is described in a textual manner [4].
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Use-Case

Figure2. A Basic UCD
B .Class Diagrams
Class diagrams are one of the most important tools for object-oriented design. UML Class Diagram is used to represent the system’s
static structure. The purpose of this diagram is to depict the classes with in a model [4]. In most UML models these types include:
 a class
 an interface
 a data type
 a component
A class is represented by a rectangle containing three compartments stacked vertically Fig 3. The top compartment shows the class's
name. The middle compartment shows the class's attributes. The bottom compartment shows the class's operations. When drawing a
class element on a class diagram [5].
Class:
Attribute:

Operation ():

Figure3. A Basic Class Diagram

II. BACKGROUND
Researchers have already studied and presented the work related to the integration of DFD and UML. We are only mentioning some
of the important approaches areTran, Khan, Lan proposed a framework that works on the 3 levels of DFD. At first level of abstraction it transforms the DFD into
UCD. At second level of abstraction framework transforms DFD into Interaction Diagram. At third level of abstraction ER Diagrams
are used in place of DFD & framework transform ER Diagram into UML Class diagram. At first level of abstraction it mapped the
process in DFD into Use-Case, external entities into actor and Data Store into Classes. Data Flow Mapping is not resolved by the
framework. At level-2 Data Flow variations are transformed into UML interaction Diagram. At 3 rd level components of ER diagram
are including entity, association entity, attributes and relationships are mapped to class association, attributes and operations [6].
Shiroiwa, Miura, Shioya proposed a Meta model approach, in this approach authors propose DFD meta model that describes the
DFD semantics formally. Author also discuss the generation of UML models (Use-Case Diagram, Class Diagram, Sequence Diagram)
using the DFD meta model. Proposed meta model is used as a mediator between DFD and UML [7].
Tan, Yang, Blan proposed a systematic transformation of functional analysis into Object-oriented design and implementation. In
this approach, an enhanced data flow diagram called DF net was proposed which is used to specify use cases from requirements. The
DF net is transform to generate object oriented designs. Transformation between DF net was done in different steps. In the first step
processes dealing with data stores executed through DF net are grouped together with external entities and data buffers and processes
that are sharing same data are grouped together. In the next step classes are generated from different groups [8].
Truscan, Fernandes, Lilius [9] propose a model based transformation to integrate structured and object oriented approach for
modeling the embedded systems. They propose a software modeling workbench (SMW) that gathers requirement, create Use-Case
diagrams and transform it into non UML Initial Object Diagrams. Then it transforms IOD into DFD & DFD into class diagram Fig 4.
His approach was not very easy to implement for other systems. He presents a design flow that has several phases.
The phases are:
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a.)
b.)
c.)
d.)
e.)
f.)
g.)
h.)
i.)

He Extract the application requirements
Then Creates the Use-Case Diagram
After creating Use-Case he specifies each Use-Case in a textual manner
Then the UCD is transformed into an IOD
Based on their functionality of the objects, group, and split and discard them to refactor the IOD.
IOD is then transformed into the DFD
Build a data dictionary by identifying the data flows
Using Activity Diagram specify the behavior of the process
DFD is transformed into the object diagram
Or
j.) DFD view is transformed into the Class diagram
The proposed model was specific only for the IPV6 Router. It was specifically designed for IPV6. Rules are specific only for IPV6
case study. The author merge the DFD with UCD, Initial object diagram, Activity Diagram, Class Diagram and a DFD like object
diagram. Approach is very complicated to implement for the other complex systems.
Some other approaches are also there but they are not very much useful and practical.

Extract application
requirements
Requirement List
Create Use-Case
Diagram
Use-Case Diagram
Create Initial
Object Diagram

Specify Use
Cases
Use-Case
Description

Refactor the
Initial Object
Diagram
Initial Object Diagram
Create Activity
Diagram

Create Data
Flow Diagram
Data Flow
Diagram

Activity Diagram

Build Data
Dictionary
Data
Dictionary

Create Object
Diagram
Create Class
Diagram
Object Diagram
Class Diagram

Figure4. Model for DFD-UML integration
III. MERGING OF DFD WITH UCD & CLASS DIAGRAM
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Our basic approach is to combine the DFD with the UML diagrams (UCD & Class diagram) as an extension of UML model Fig 4.

Combined Model
Data Flow Diagram

UML
Use-Case Diagram
Class Diagram

Processing Tools

Figure5. Combined Model
In this approach we have merged the DFD with the UCD and Class diagrams. In first step we have chosen the Use-Case diagram as
the basic diagram to analyze the system under consideration Fig 5. UCD is the most sufficient diagram to analyze the system.
Therefore we have started our process with UCD.
In next step Use-Case diagrams are transformed into the basic level DFD Fig 6. Since the actors in UCD represents the user of the
system hence they are transformed into the Data Stores and sinks, Use-Cases describes the behavior of the system and action that has
taken place hence very much similar to the processes in DFD. Therefore Use-Cases are transformed into Processes and Association
lines are transformed into Data Flows. DFD’s can represent the behavior and architecture of the analyzed system very well. To
represent the system components and system behavior in detail Basic level DFD’s are not sufficient therefore we will transform the
basic level DFD into the context level DFD to express the system more specifically. Context level DFD will give the developers more
clear view of the system.
A. Transformation of UCD into DFD:
Actors
Use Cases
Association Lines

Data Stores, sinks
Process
Data Flows

Use-Case
U1
Use-Case
U2

A2
U1

U2

A1

Figure6. UCD to DFD transformation
The basic level DFD is elaborated into context level DFD for the refinement of the system and then transformed into the Class
diagram Fig.7. In Class diagrams data plays the central role. We will classify and encapsulate the data into classes along with their
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corresponding methods. The Data store and terminators are transformed into classes, processes are transformed into the member
function since they define the action and Data flows are used as the association between the classes.
B. Transformation of DFD into Class Diagram:
Data Stores
Classes
Terminator
Classes
Process
Member Function
Elements of Data stores
Attributes of Classes
Data Flow
Association between Classes

A2
Process

A1

A1

A2

Attribute:

Attribute:

Operation ():

Operation ():
Process (A1)

Figure6. DFD to Class Diagram transformation
Since both the UML and DFD models are having user friendly view, the approach of merging both models will be very useful to get
the advantage of both models to express the important features of the system. We have used Use-Case diagrams because it is easy to
read notation and simplicity. DFD’s are much more expressive then Use-Case diagrams and hence they can be used to represent the
behavior and architecture of the analyzed system. Class diagrams are very much useful in describing the static structure of the system
and can be very convenient for the developers to get the full view of the system.

IV. CONCLUSION
This paper present the merging of Data Flow Diagram with UML diagrams. We developed a model in which the Use-Case diagrams
and Class diagrams re to be combined with the Data Flow diagrams. Use Case diagrams are very reliable to analyze the system and
represent the dynamic view of the system. We transform Use Case diagram into basic level DFD. It is more expressive then UCD. To
represent the system components and system behavior in detail basic level DFD is transform to context level DFD and then to Class
diagram. It will represent the structural view of the system. It is just a theoretical approach. In future it can be implement on some
complex applications. It can also be modified by adding more UML diagrams for the specific systems if required.
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